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Abstract: For secure communication of data over internet, Image Steganography methods along with Cryptography’s encryption 
algorithms are widely used. The collective method is called ‘Stenographic encryption’. Usually, the secret data is first encrypted using 
encryption algorithm, converted into bit stream. Each bit or a group of bits are embedded in pixels of the cover image. For this 
hiding/ embedding process, LSB method (Least significant bit) is most commonly used. Though LSB method is easy to understand, 
simple to implement, results in negligible visual distortion of cover image, it suffers from serious security threats. Simple LSB method 
greatly affects the histogram of cover image. Employing these abnormalities of histogram, any hacker can detect the presence of 
secret data and can easily extract the hidden information from the pixels of the stego image. So lots of improvements/ variations have 
happened to basic LSB method. These improvements include encryption of secret message, histogram correction, randomly choosing 
cover image pixels, adding password protection to each step of Steganography etc. Decreasing the payload capacity is a simple 
method to increase security. But this is not a practical solution as the capacity is also a main matter of concern.  A lot of techniques 
are developed which tried to improve capacity as well as security. LSB Matching, Random LSB using a key, LSB along with PVD, 
LSB with bit inversion, Array based LSB, Block based LSB etc are the few of the improvements/ variations happened to basic LSB 
algorithm. Most of the above methods are concerned with, improving the security of the LSB method and a very few are concerned 
with improving the capacity. A comparative study is made on them. A new method which concentrates on improving the capacity and 
easy extraction of LSB method is briefly discussed. LSB method can also be applied to Audio and Video Steganography. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

When sensitive data is sent over internet, security of data needs to be ensured. For ensuring the security, the data need to be 
encrypted and at the same time mere existence of data should be concealed. Cryptography and Steganography together does 
those works. Cryptography encrypts the data and Steganography hides the existence of data. Various cover mediums like image, 
audio and video can be used for steganography. Among them, using an image as the cover medium is the most commonly used 
method. This method is called as “Image Steganography”.  Various types of secret information can be hidden in to cover image. 
As an example, text, another image, word/ PDF documents can be hidden secretly into the pixels of the Cover image. For 
hiding/ embedding, LSB (Least Significant Bit) method is most commonly used. In LSB method, one or more LSB bits are 
changed as per the secret message bits. 

A. Image 

       An image is a two dimensional collection of pixels. A pixel is the smallest unit of an image whose properties can be 
changed independently. In image steganography, mainly two types of images are used 1) Colour image 2) Grey image. 

 Each pixels of the colour image is represented using 24 bits. The pixels can be further divided into 3 image domain/ 
matrices namely Red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B). Each R-G-B domains can be represented using 8 bits.  

 The pixel of a Grey image is represented using 8 bits. For image steganography, a ‘natural’ bitmap (BMP) image is 
preferred. PNG images may also be used.  JPEG images are not used in image steganography as JPEG images are highly 
compressed and a small modification to pixel bits will result in huge visual distortion. 

 The size of colour image is more compared to A Grey image.  (Example: The size of 1024 x 768 colour image is as 
high as 2 MB). But cover image can hold three times more information than Grey image. Also, it is tough to identify a small 
visual distortion in a colour image, which is an advantage. A size of Grey image is less and can hold fewer amounts of data. The 
choice of selection between a colour image and a Grey image is application dependent. 

 

B. Image Steganography 

 Image steganography is a process in which secret information (text/ image/ audio) is hided into a carrier image. The 

carrier image before the secret information being embedded is called cover image and after embedding, it is called stego image. 

The entire process may be password protected using a stego key. The data to be hidden is converted into bit stream and one or 

more bits are embedded into each pixel of images using various methods. LSB method is one among them and most widely 

used. 
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C. Image Steganography Terminologies 

a) Cover image: The carrier image used to embed the secret information. It can be a 24 bit Colour image or 8 bit 

Grey image. 

b) Stego image: The cover image loaded with secret information into its pixels (Image domain) or into transfer co-

efficient (Frequency domain). 

  

Cover image + Secret Information + Password (optional)  Stego image. 

 

D. Image Steganography Types based on ‘domain. 

a) Spatial domain / Image domain: In this domain, as per the secret message, the properties of pixels are directly 
changed. LSB method falls under this category. 

b) Frequency domain / Transform domain: Here, cover image is transformed into its various transform domains. (Ex: 
DWT: DiscreteiWaveletiTransform; DCT: DiscreteiCosineiTransform; DFT: DiscreteiFourieriTransform). These 
transform coefficients are modified as per secret information. DCT with JPEG encoding is commonly used for 
data hiding. 

 

II. LSB METHOD 

 Least Significant Bit (LSB) method is a spatial domain technique in which the right most bit of cover medium pixel is 
modified/ replaced as per secret message bits. 
 Image steganography using LSB method is highly popular as wide range of images is available and they can be easily 
transmitted over internet. Powerful image processing tools are also available. Also LSB method is straight forward, easy to 
understand and simple to implement. LSB exploits the limitations of HVS (Human Vision System). In a pixel represented using 
8 bits, the right most bit (that is LSB bit) will carry only 0.5% of total information. So, if this bit is modified, a very little 
amount of information will get changed. Human eye cannot notice that much small change. 

 

A. Properties of LSB Method 

a) Capacity: Capacity refers to the amount of payload that a cover image can carry.(payload: The number of bits in secret 
message) If each pixel can accommodate more number of bits, payload capacity will be increased. To increase the capacity, 
following steps may be used. 

1) More than one LSB bit positions of a pixel can be used for hiding the data. 
2) The secret message may be compressed before embedding using technique like Huffman coding, LZW coding etc. 

(But a few types of secret messages cannot be compressed ex: Medical image). 
3) Video steganography with LSB hiding can offer enormous amount of capacity. A video is nothing but “frames” 

(images) displayed at a higher rate. 
4) If too many bits are simply added to cover image to increase the payload capacity, it will result in noticeable visual 

distortion and corruption of histogram. This will lead to security issues. Capacity may be measured as a “bit per 
pixel” (bpp).  8 bpp (8 bits per pixel) indicates a high capacity but cannot be practiced in real. 
 

b) Security: Security refers to impressibility.  The difference between cover image and stego image should not be perceivable. 
The security can be measured in two ways. 

1) Visual distortion: If the visual distortion in stego image is very less (means that cover image and stego image 
exactly look alike) it means that security is high. 

2) If there is no much difference between histograms of cover image and stego image, it can be concluded that 
security is high. 

  A very less visual distortion of stego image and a strong match between histogram of cover image and stego 
image are always preferred as this may not attract the attention of hacker and hence more secure. PSNR, RMSE are used to 
measure the security. 
 
c) Robustness: Robustness refers to the ability to withstand various types of attacks being done on stego image. The attack 

may be intentional (by a hacker) or unintentional (by transmission channel). The attack may be in the form of adding or 
removing noise, cropping/ deleting a part of image or compressing an image. The stego image should have enough strength 
to withstand all these types of attacks to ensure high robustness. 
 

d) Computational Complexity: Various types of encryptions, transformations, randomization techniques, extraction algorithms 
have to be done in LSB based image steganography. Hence, these calculations should be comparatively simple to 
implement, should take less time for execution and should run on any type of hardware/ software platforms.  
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        B.   Basic types of LSB 

a) Sequential LSB v/s Random LSB: In sequential LSB method, the pixels of cover image are sequentially selected one after 
the other in a 2 x2 plane and filled with secret message bits. This method is simple, straight forward and a known method. 
It offers zero security. 
 In Random LSB method, bits are embedded into pixels in a random way. Randomization can be achieved in two ways. 
i) By randomly selecting message bits (encryption).  ii) By randomly selecting pixels of cover image. 
 Various algorithms like “SkewiTentiMap”, RC4, Chotic map etc are available for randomizing pixel selection. Various 
encryption algorithms like, AES, DES, RSA etc are available for randomizing message bits and to provide encryption 
security. 
 

b) LSB Replacement v/s LSB Matching: In LSB replacement method, the LSB bits of cover image pixel are simply replaced 
by secret message bits. Though this method is simple, it introduces visual distortion and abnormalities to histogram of 
cover image. Encrypting the secret message, using a steganography keys etc. are the few of the methods to overcome this 
weakness. 
 In LSB matching method, the LSB’s of pixel are simply not replaced. A comparison is made between LSB bit and 
message bit. If they are same, no changes are made. If they are different, pixel bit is matched with secret message bit by 
adding or subtracting “1” randomly. This method is also called as “plus- minus” matching method. 
 LSB matching method introduces less visual distortion compared to LSB replacement method. Also, matching method 
preserve histogram of cover image. HCF – COM algorithm (HistogramiCharacteristicsifunction – Center Of Mass), Chi 
square algorithm, SPA algorithm (SimpleiPairiAlgorithm) are the few of the techniques for Steganolysis based on 
histogram. LSB matching method provides enough securities against these Steganolysis methods. 
 
 The LSB techniques which are being used in real time are using the advantage of one or more methods mentioned 
above. Also, there can be hybrid methods which use many of the above mentioned methods together. Few of the well-
known LSB techniques are,  

i) Block based LSB 

ii) Array based LSB 

iii) Bit inversion and OPAP (on stego image) 

iv) PVD + LSB (based on edge detection) 

v) Few of the other techniques include LSB plus technique, midpoint circle technique, pair wise LSB, Directional 

LSB, position based LSB.  

             In (i), the secret message is divided into ‘n’ blocks and embedded into ‘n’ cover images. In (ii), secret 

message is divided into 3 or 4 chunks and are matched with various LSB planes extracted out of cover image 

pixels. (iii) Mainly concentrates on improving the quality of stego image by inverting (complementing) few of the 

bits of stego image pixel based some algorithm. (iv) is an edge based method in which, difference of intensities 

between a central pixel and surrounding pixels are calculated and gradient is noted down. If gradiant is more, it is 

an edge area and hence more bits are embedded. Less gradient value indicates a smooth area and less number of 

bits are embedded. In (v) LSBs are hided based on many parameters which are detailed in subsequent sections. A 

comparison is made between these techniques in Table 01. 

 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 Xinyi Zhou et all. [1] suggested a random LSB method which mainly focused on security and data integrity of secret 
information. The secret message is encrypted using an encryption key, which is shared with the receiver in advance. Sender 
creates a “control code” to randomly select the pixel positions. The control word is encrypted using RSA algorithm and 
shared with receiver using public key – private key concept. 
 The cover medium is a colour image containing three colour planes Red Green and Blue. During embedding process, a 
bit of control words is EX-ORed with LSB of Green plane. If result is one, message is embedded into Red plane else into 
Blue plane. This process is repeated for all the bits of secret message. 
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TABLE I  COMPARISON OF VARIOUS LSB TECHNIQUES  

 

Ref [1] Ref [3] Ref [4] Ref [5] Ref [6] Ref [7] Ref [8] Ref [9] Ref [10] Ref [11] Ref [12] Ref [13] Ref [14] Ref [16] Ref [18] Ref [22] 

Method name LSB 
using 
Cryptogr
aphy 

Mid-point 
circle 
approach 

Enhanced 
LSB 

Triple 
EXOR on 
MSB 

Direction
al LSB 
embeddin
g 

Muddling 
of Cover 
image 

3 colours 
deciding 
position 
of 4th 

LSB 
based on 
OPAP 

Pairwise 
LSB 
matching 

LSB 
using 
Histogra
m table 

Array 
based 
image 
LSB 

Block 
based 
LSB 

LSB plus 
method 

LSB by 
Bit 
Inversion 

LSB by 
Skew 
Tent map 

PVD using 
LSB 

Cover 
Medium 

24 bit 
Colour 
image 

24 bit 
Colour 
image 

24 bit 
Colour 
image 

8 bit Grey 
image 

24 bit 
Colour 
image 

24 bit 
Colour 
image 

24 bit 
Colour 
image 

8 bit Grey 
image 

8 bit Grey 
image 

8 bit Grey 
image 

8 bit Grey 
image 

“n” Grey 
images (8 
bit) 

8 bit Grey 
image 

8 bit Grey 
image 

Grey 
image of 
big size 

8 bit Grey 
image 

Type of 
Secret message 

Encrypte
d text 
message 

Text 
message 

Encrypted 
text 
message 

Binary 
image 
constructe
d from 
msg bits 

Text msg 
in the 
group of 
8 bits 

Text mas 
compress
ed with 
Huffman 
coding 

Test 
message 

Text msg 
converted 
into 
image 

Test 
message 

Test 
message 

Encrypted 
text msg 

Text msg 
encrypted 
using 3 
DES 
method 

Encrypted 
text msg 

Text msg 
/ Image 

Text msg 
/ Image 

Text ms 

Concentrated on 
Improving 

Security 
and data 
integrity 

Security Capacity Security Security Security 
and 
Capacity 

Security Security Security Security Capacity 
hikes by 4 
times 

Capacity is 
underutilized 
to enhance 
security 

To hike 
security, few 
pixels are left 
unused 

Security Security Capacity, 
Security and 
imperceptibili
ty 

Number of bits 
per pixel 
considered for 
data hiding 

1 bit (R) 
+ 1 bit 
(B) 
G bit is 
used for 
decision 
making 

1 + 1 + 1 
One bit 
each from 
R-G-B 
planes 

Depends 
on first set 
bit. If bit 
7&8 had 
0s, 4 bits 
from each 
from RGB 
plane 

One LSB  
bit from 
each pixel 

1 + 1 + 1 
One bit 
each from 
R-G-B 
planes 

1 + 1 + 1 
One bit 
each from 
R-G-B 
planes 

One bit 
(But need 
not to be 
LSB) 

“q” bits. 
Usually, q 
- 3 

One bit 
each from 
adjacent 
pixels 

One bit 
(But 
position id 
decided 
dynamicall
y using 
Hostogram 
table) 

Four bits 
from each 
pixel 

One bit. 
But lot of 
pixels are 
left 
unused 

One bit 
(But few 
pixels are 
locked 
from 
intentional 
embedding
) 

One bit If 
no 
inversion. 
Nil if bit 
is 
inverted 

One bit If 
no 
inversion. 
Nil if bit 
is 
inverted 

Three bits at 
a time 

The way in 
which pixels are 
selected for 
hiding data 

Random 
LSB and 
pixel 
selection is 
based on a 
“Control 
word” 

Random 
(On the 
circumfere
nce of 
concentric 
circles) 

Sequentia
l LSB 

Sequentia
l LSB 

Sequentia
l in 
forward 
or reverse 
direction 

Ransom 
LSB by 
cover 
image 
muddling 

Sequentia
l LSB 

Sequentia
l LSB 

Sequentia
l LSB 

Semi 
Sequentia
l LSB 

Sequentia
l LSB 

Sequentia
l on a 
randomly 
selected 
cover 
images 

Sequentia
l LSB 

Sequentia
l LSB 

Sequentia
l LSB 

Sequential 
LSB 

Method of LSB 
used 

LSB 
replacem
ent 

LSB 
replaceme
nt 

LSB 
replaceme
nt 

LSB 
replaceme
nt 

LSB 
replaceme
nt 

LSB 
replaceme
nt 

LSB 
replaceme
nt 

LSB 
replaceme
nt 

LSB 
Matching 

LSB 
Matching 

LSB 
replaceme
nt 

LSB 
replaceme
nt 

LSB 
replaceme
nt 

LSB 
replaceme
nt 

LSB 
replaceme
nt 

Uses both LSB 
replacement and 
Matching 

Histogram Almost 
preserve
d 

No 
Informati
on 

Not 
preserved 

Not 
preserved 

No 
Informati
on 

Preserved Preserve No 
Informati
on 

Preserved 
(That’s 
the main 
goal) 

Preserved 
(That’s 
the main 
goal) 

Preserved 
in good 
condition 

Preserved 
in best 
condition 

90% 
preserved 

Fairly 
preserved 

Preserved Preserved 

Bit 
Modification  
ratio 

One One One One One One 11/8=1.37 One One One One One One 

Depends 
on 

inversion 
scenario 

Depends 
on 

inversion 
scenario 

One 

Silent features if 
any 

Digital 
signature 
Bit plane 
concept 
is used 
 

Imaginary 
concentri
c circles 
based on 
dimensio
n of 
image 

Embeddin
g capacity 
depends 
on first 
set bit 

Binary 
image 
should be 
of same 
size as 
that of 
Cover 
image 

If the last 
bit of 3rd 
pixel is 1 
then FW 
direction 
else, 
reverse 
direction 

Pixels of 
cover 
image are 
muddles 
to achieve 
Random 
LSB 

Hiding 
position 
of 4th 
plane is 
decided 
by 
previous 
3 planes 

Optimal 
LSB and 
OPAP are 
used 
together 

GA 
algorithm 
is used 
for 
further 
optimizati
on 

Stegnogra
phic Info 
table 
created 
and 
updated 
dynamica
lly 

Msg 
blocks are 
slide on 
bit planes 
for 
optimal 
match 

Msg is 
divided 
into n 
blocks 
and hided 
in “n” 
images 

Visual 
distortion 
is 
introduce
d but 
histogram 
is 
preserved 

2ned and 
3rd bits 
are 
considere
d as 
reference 
for Bit 
inversion 

Big stego 
images are 
cut into 
small 
pieces. Bit 
inversion is 
applied on 
small 
pieces and 
re-joined 

8 directional 
PVD, LSB + 
PVD, LSB + 
EMD 
methods are 
used 
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At receiving end, control word is extracted using public key private key concept. Later, using the bits of control word, sequence 
of LSB positions are determined and encrypted secret message is constructed.  
 The encrypted message is decrypted and secret message is retrieved. Later, it is tested for data integrity using digital 
signature. [2] Also uses the same concept as [1]. But, secret keys are not encrypted here. 
 
 Vikas Varma et all. [3] explained an LSB method in which, pixel selection process is randomized by selecting the 
pixels from an “imaginary concentric circles” drown on cover image. 
 Based on width and height of the cover image, radius of the circle is calculated. Each colour matrix is represented in 8 
bits and can hold one bit of data. The pixels  (along with their R-G-B planes)  are located on the circumference of the imaginary 
circle.(R1-G1-B1-R2-G2-B2-….etc). One bit will be accommodated in Rx , Bx, and Gx. planes. After the first round, radius is 
reduced/ recalculated to form another circle which is concentric to outer circle. This process is repeated till all bits are 
accommodated.     
 
 Aman Arora et all. [4] proposed an LSB method in which, increasing the embedding capacity was the main concern. A 
colour image was selected (24bit) and represented in 3 colour planes (Red, Green, and Blue – each 8 bit). Based on the first set 
bit position, more than one LSB position of pixel are considered for data hiding. For example, if the first set bit is at 7-8 
position, 4 LSB bits are considered for data embedding. If, first set bit is at 5-6 position, 3 LSB bits are considered for 
embedding the data bits. As this method is mainly concerned on capacity of the payload, histogram is not preserved and hence, 
prone to hacker’s attack. So, secret message is encrypted using AES algorithm. 
 
 An unique method of hiding a “Binary image” in a Grey cover image was proposed by Yani Parti Astuti et all. [8]. 
Secret binary image and Grey cover image should be of same size. Practically, the secret message will be in the form of stream 
of bits; from this bit stream, a binary image is ‘constructed’ to match with the size of cover image. If the number of secret 
message bits becomes insufficient, random bits are added to complete the binary image. A series of EX-OR operation is done 
among second, third and eighth bit of cover image pixel and binary image pixel value. The result of EX-OR operation is 
embedded in the LSB of the cover image pixel.  
 
 “Directional LSB Embedding” was explained in [6] by Sherin Sugathan. An 8 bit secret message was embedded in 
LSBs of 3 pixels of a colour image. Each colour pixel can accommodate 3 bits (One bit each in Red, Green and Blue matrix). 
The 9th bit (which is free) is used to denote the direction.  
      The 8 secret message bits are embedded in normal forward direction and sum-01 is calculated. Next, the same 8 secret 
message bits are embedded in reverse direction and sum-02 is calculated. If (sum-01) < (sum-02), forward direction of 
embedding is retained and as an indication of forward direction, 9th bit is set to 1. If (sum -02) < (sum-01), reverse direction of 
embedding is preferred and as an indication of reverse direction, 9th bit is set to 0. Cover medium is a colour image is 
represented in 8(R) + 8(G) + 8(B) = 24 bits. 
 
 Jayti Bhagat and others [7] proposed a randomized LSB method in which, pixels of cover image itself is muddled and 
randomized before embedding the data. A 24 bit colour image is taken and pixels are muddled using “HenoniMap” algorithm. 
This algorithm mixes the pixels of cover image in a random way. Muddled cover image is split into R, G, B, pellets and a 
compressed secret message is embedded into LSB of each pellet. Huffman coding is used to compress secret message. To 
increase security, muddling process is password protected. After LSB hiding, cover image (which is now called as stego image) 
is reconstructed and sent to receiver. 
       At receiving end, using the same password, stego image is muddled; R-G-B planes are separated. Later, secret message is 
constructed from LSBs of RGB plane. 
 
 Md- Olioul Islam et all.[8] invented an unique method in which, starting 3 colour planes of a pixel (R1, G1, B1 of 
pixel1) will decide the LSB hiding position in next colour plane of next pixel (R2 of pixel 2). 
         A colour image (24 bit) is selected as cover image and LSB bit values of 3 colour plane is selected (LSB of R1, G1, and 
B1). Using these values, a 3 bit binary number is created and converted into equivalent decimal value. If decimal value is 0, 
LSB (right most bit) of first colour plane of next pixel is used for data hiding (bit 8 position of R2 of pixel 2). If decimal value is 
not 0, position variable “Px” is assigned with the decimal value. Px denotes the place (position) in which message bit need to be 
hidden. For example, if Px = 5, 5th bit of R2 of pixel is compared with message bit. If both of them are same, 5th bit position is 
replaced by One or else by Zero. Though this method increases the security, payload capacity is reduced (11 LSB bits are 
needed to accommodate 8 message bits). 
 
 Chin-Chan Chang et all. [9] suggested another method in which “q “number of bits of a pixel can be used for data 
embedding. Though there is an increasing payload capacity, security can still be assured using 
“OptimaliPixeliAdjustmentiProcess” (OPAP). Using DES algorithm the secret message is encrypted. Later, “q” number of bits 
(usually q = 3) of secret message are considered at once and embedded into LSBs of the cover pixels using OPAP formula. This 
formula reduces the number of modified pixels. 
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 Sequential/ Random LSB “replacement” algorithm introduces a lot of irregularities to the statistical behavior of cover 
images. Though there is no much visual distortion of cover image, the sudden change in the transform domain attributes can 
attract the attention of hackers. [10] and [11] explains a new method of LSB embedding by “matching” the LSBs.  
         In [10] Mahdi Khosravi explained an LSB matching technique in which 2 message bits (mi, mi+1) are embedded in 2 
consecutive Grey cover image pixels (ci, ci+1) simultaneously so as to reduce the damage being done to histogram of cover 
image. This method follows a well-defined algorithm to hide mi and mi+1 based on many conditions. 
          Let (ci, ci+1) indicate cover image bits, (sti , sti+1) indicates stego image bits, (mi, mi+1) indicates secret image bits. In the 
beginning mi is compared with ci. If mi=ci, then sti= mi. Later, mi+1 is compared with f(ci,ci+1). If mi+1= f(ci,ci+1), st(i+1) = m(i+1)  
else, st(i+1) =c(i+1)+/-1. 
           If mi is not equal to ci, another set of calculations are done. Based on which, mi and mi+1 are embedded into ci and ci+1 

such that no much damage is done to histogram of cover image. A generic algorithm (GA) can be used to further optimize the 
adjustments. Histogram is further improved.  
 Yu Qiudong et all. proposed another method for LSB matching based on stenographic information table [11]. A 
“noise” will be added to histogram of cover image if few bits are changed in its pixels. The amount of noise added to histogram 
has been reduced from 10% to just 2% by this method. So, histogram of cover image is strictly preserved.  
         A table is formed containing 256 columns (0 to 255). When each bit is added to the pixel of cover image, a new row will 
be added to the table. The number of rows of the table is equal to the number of message bits. A feedback is taken from table 
entries and direction of embedding can be decided dynamically during run time. This procedure adds very little noise (just 2%) 
to the histogram. 
 
 Most of the methods discussed so for were mainly concentrated on improving security after LSB embedding. 
Gandharba Swain at et all. [12] suggested a revolutionary method called “Array based LSB”. In this method capacity of LSB 
embedding was increased by 4 times and at the same time histogram of cover image was also preserved. 4 LSB bits from each 
pixel of a Grey cover image are used for data hiding.  
          Initially, LSB (8th bit) from all the pixels of cover image are collected and a “LSB array” is formed. Similarly, by 
collecting all LSB bits at 7th position, “LSB1array” is formed. LSB2 array (collection of LSB bits at 6th position) and LSB3 
array (collection of all LSBs at 5th position) are formed in the similar way. 
          Secret text message is encrypted using RSA algorithm and it is divided into 4 blocks (block-0, block-1, block-2 and 
block-3). Block-0 is placed on LSB array and is “skated” till the maximum match occurs and that index position is noted down. 
Similarly block-1 is placed on LSB 1 array, block-2 on LSB 2 array, block-3 on LSB 3 array and skated. Index of maximum 
match position is noted down in all the cases. Using these index positions, receiver can extract blocks of message bits from the 
LSB arrays of stego image pixels. Histogram is very much preserved.  
 
 In [13] Shreyank N Gowda put forward a unique method in which, more than 1 cover image is used for LSB hiding. 
This method has highly increased the security at the cost of underutilizing the capacity and increased channel space utilization. 
Grey image is used as cover medium. 
             A secret text message to be embedded is encrypted using 3 DES techniques. Encrypted message is broken down into 
“n” blocks. Then these n blocks are embedded into “n” cover images in a random way using a key. The hash digest of key is 
embedded into (n+1)th  image which is called as hashing image. All (n+1) images are sent to receiver.  
 
 Kazem Ghazanfari et all. [14] suggested a method called “LSB plus” in which, security is improved at the cost of 
capacity and visual distortion. This method is mainly concerned on maintaining similarity between histogram of cover image 
and stego image. 
           The cover image is divided into “bins and units”. Each unit has 2s bins. h2i and h2i+1 represent frequency of occurrence of 
0s and 1s. The basic idea here is to fill the unused bins with suitable values to restore the damage caused to histogram. But this 
results in more visual distortion of stego image. 
            As a solution, “LSB plus-plus” method is proposed in which difference between h2i and h2i+1 is calculated (Ai). These Ai 

pixels are considered “sensitive” and hence masked from intentional data embedding. This will preserve histogram as usual as 
reduces the visual distortion. 
            Since, some LSB bit positions need to be kept vacant for maintaining consistency in histogram, payload capacity is little 
reduced. Secret keys can be used at various levels to ensure more security.  
 
 Various “bit inversion LSB” techniques and their modifications are explained in [15] [16] and [17]. Bit inversion 
principle is basically applied on stego image to improve the visual quality and histogram of stego image.  
            [15] Explains the bit inversion technique by taking second and third LSBs as the reference. Let, 1011 is the message bit 
need to be hidden in 4 pixels. Let those pixels be 1000 1100, 1010 1101, 1010 1011 and 1010 1101. After message bits are 
embedded using LSB method, the updated pixel values are 1000 1101, 1010 1100, 1010 1011, 1010 1101. The values of first 
and second pixels got changed. If the third and second LSBs are considered as reference, they are (10, 10, 01, 10). In the case of 
(10), 2\two pixels (out of three) are changed (first and second pixel). If LSBs of 1st and 2nd pixels are inverted, then the pixels 
will be 1000 1100, 1010 1101, 1010 1011 and 1010 1100. So, only one pixel (4th pixel) got changed instead of 3 pixels getting 
changed. This drastically improves the visual quality and histogram of stego image. Bit inversion will be done only if “number 
of changed pixels” is greater than the “number of unchanged pixels”.  
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            [16] is the variation of the above mentioned method in which, 3 LSBs (2nd, 3rd and 4th LSBs) are considered as reference 
and bits of stego images are inverted in all permitted positions. Using ACM algorithm, the pixels of cover image are shuffled 
before LSB hiding.   
             The method proposed in [15] fails if the stego image size is big (greater than 10 x 10). The basic condition for bit 
inversion may not be satisfied, if cover image is too big. Hence, authors of [17] suggested cut the big cover image into small 
pieces. Bit inversion method is separately applied on these pieces. At last, pieces are rejoined to get (big) stego image. 
 
 In [18] J. L. Pichardo-Mendez et all. explained a highly randomized LSB technique with 3 levels of randomization 
using “SkewiTentiMap” algorithm. This algorithm produces 3 pseudo random keys PRNG-1, PRNG-2 and PRNG-3. PRNG-1 
key shuffles the bits of secret information. PRNG-2 key helps to randomly select one colour layer out of three colour layers of a 
pixel (Red—Green—Blue). PRNG-3 key muddles the pixels of the cover image. Since, only one colour matrix is selected out of 
three, only 1/3 of capacity was utilized. Security has greatly increased at the cost of reduction in capacity. 
 
 In [19] a method was explained in which audio samples are hidden into colour image using bit-inversion-LSB 
technique. Audio sample is converted into bit stream and few bytes of header information are added. These bits are embedded 
into pixels of cover image; bit inversion is applied to the pixels of stego image. 
          In [20], audio steganography using LSB is proposed in which audio file is used as cover medium and text as a secret 
message. Audio file is represented as “16 bit” bit stream and secret message bits are embedded into LSB position. This method 
can be further improved by “XORing” method, “parity” method and employing higher LSB bits. 
          [21] explains video steganography using LSB method in which video is the cover medium. Since video is the collection 
of frames (images) displayed at the rate of 50/60 frames per seconds, enormous amount of information can be hidden into these 
frames using LSB method. The secret information can be text, image, audio or another video file.  
 
 Gandharba Swain proposed an interesting method to hide large amount of bits in each pixels (3 bits or 4 bits per pixel) 
based on difference in intensity values of pixels in various directions. [22] A central pixel is kept as reference and intensity 
variation of surrounding pixels is calculated. This method is called as LSB using PVD (PixeliValueiDifferentiation). 
              A group of 3x3 pixels are taken and central pixel is marked as Pc. and remaining pixels are numbered from 1 to 8. 
Three message bits are taken and embedded into Pc. Later, a difference value di = Pc- Pi (i = 1 to 8) is calculated. Based on di 
value, various slots in a “range table” are fixed and their lower bounds are noted down (they will be 0, 8, 16, 32 etc). To these 
lower bound values, 3 bits of message (converted into decimal) is added. xi = (lower bound value) + (3 bits of message). Later, 
these xi values are added to remaining 8 pixels. pi

,= pi +xi (i  = 1 to 8). pi
, indicates stego image pixels. This method increases the 

capacity by three times, ensures no change to histogram and improves the visual quality of stego image. So, it is considered as 
one of the best method.  
              In [23], PVD method is little advanced. A group of 2x2 pixels is taken and difference value ‘d’ is calculated. If d > 15, 
it is considered as an edge area and secret data bits are embedded using LSB + PVD method. If d < 15, it is considered as a 
smooth area and secret message bits is embedded using LSB+ EMD method (EMD-ExploitingiModificationiDirection). 
  
 By studying the data in TABLE I, it can be concluded that, most of the methods discussed so far are mainly concentrated 
on improving the security. Though few of methods tried to increase the capacity, they were complex and tough to implement.  
 A simple method which increases capacity, ensuring security and computationally simple and offering easy extraction 
process - is explained in the next section. 
 

IV. ADVANCED LSB METHOD WITH FAST RECOVERY SPEED 

 In this EnhancediLSB technique, two message bits are taken and compared with last two bits of cover image pixel. 
Based on the comparison, a number ‘x’ (varying from 0 to 3) is added to cover image pixel. The number 'x' is added such that 
for two bits of secret message, only one bit of cover image pixel is modified. Also, secret message bits can be extracted from 
stego image pixel in a simple way. Binary one is needed to be added to last two bits of stego image pixel to extract secret 
message bits. So, extraction process is simple and fast. An algorithm for embedding data to cover image pixel and extracting 
secret data from stego image pixel is explained in next section. TABLE II explains the changing of LSB bits of cover image pixel 
for all possible combination of secret message bits. 
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TABLE II ENHANCED LSB METHOD’S CALCULATIONS 

 
 

Algorithm for Enhanced LSB method 
Sender side 
Input 01: Last 2 LSBs of Cover image pixels C = c1c0 

Input 02: Two bits of secret message bit stream M = m1mo  
Output 01: X, The 2 bit number to be added to LSB s of cover image pixels to get stego pixel S.   X= {0,1,2,3} 
Output 02: Stego pixel S= s1,s0. [s1s0]2 =[c1c0]2 + [x1x0]2 

Step-1: Read the last two LSBs of cover image pixels,  C= c1c0 
Step-2: Read two bits of secrete massages, M= m1m0 
Step-3: Evaluate the condition is [c1c0]2 < [m1m0]2 

Step-4: If above condition is true continue with this step; else, go to step-6. 
a) [c1c0]2 + X+[1]2= [m1m0]2, find the value of X using this formula. 
b) If X is a positive binary number take X as it is. 
c) If X is a negative binary number just take last two bits of the answer of the subtraction. 
d) Convert [x1x0]2to the decimal system if needed. 

Step-5: Read the last two LSB bits of next pixel of cover image and next two bits of message bit stream and repeat    
            step-2 to step-4, till all message bits are embedded into cover image. 
Step-6: [The control comes to this step if condition evaluated at step-3 if false, i.e. =[c1c0]2 > [m1m0]2  ] 

            Find the difference D using the formula D = [d1d0 ]2= [c1c0]2- [m1m0]2    

Step-7: X= 3-D 
Step-8: Stego pixel S=[c1c0]2+ [x1x0]2 
Step-9: Read the last two LSB bits of next pixel and two more bits from message bit stream and continue from the  
            step-3 again. If all message bits are over, stop the process. 
 
Algorithm for extracting message bits from stego image pixel. 
Receiver side 
Input: Pixels of stego image S. 
Output: Message bit stream M= {m1,m0,……mi} 
Step-1: Extract the last two LSB bits s1s0 from the first pixel of stego image S. 
Step-2: Add binary 1to the extracted LSBs of stego pixels to get message bits. 
            [m1m0]2 = [s1s0]2+[1]2 
Step-3: Repeat Step-1 to Step-2 for all the pixels of stego image.  
Step-4: Concatenate [m1m0]2 generated at various iterations to form message bit stream M. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

 So for, the concept of Image Steganography using various LSB methods was discussed. Randomized LSB method is 
preferred over sequential LSB method. If sequential LSB method is used, security needs to be ensured by using additional 
measures. Modifying LSB bit will result in visual distortion and affects histogram. LSB matching method preserves histogram 
in a better way compared to LSB replacement. Most of the LSB techniques were concerned with ensuring the security. Few of 
the methods tried to improve both capacity and security, but those techniques were complex. The capacity may be increased by 
three times, if a 24 bit colour image is used in the place of 8 bit Grey image (as cover image). Though colour image offers more 
capacity it occupies more space on the channel. A “natural” image with lot of pixel variations should be used as cover image.  
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 Security and capacity are inversely proportional. A trade off decision should be made between security and capacity. A 
comparative study is made on various LSB techniques. An unique method which modifies one bit for every two bits of message 
with easy extraction process was briefly discussed. 
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